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This paper is a survey, with new results, of the algebraic approach to cutting-planes. The new 
results are a subadditiv: d@ program for integer programs, and a generalization of R. 
Gomqy’s linear inequality characterization of the cuts valid for the group problem. We also 
provide some results on the large family of alternate group problems, in adfl’tion to the one 
group problem that is convention.ally thought of in connection wirh the algebraic approach. In 
terms of expository ma~zrial, we shall provide very concise proofs of the most well-known 
results in the basic papers of the a!zebraic approach. (Note: This is a revision of Part I of MSRR 
no. 370). 
‘This paper is a survey, with new rc.:3ults, of the algebraic approach to cutting- 
planes. 
The new results are a subadditive ,iual progra.m for integer programs (Section 
2.S),. and a generalization of R. Gomory’s linear inequality characterh.ation of the 
cuts valid for the group problem [18, Theorem 18:; (from which the tables of cuts 
for the master polyhedron are tabulat.ed), to a linear inequality characterization of 
the cuts valid for any integer program (Section ;!.6.) or mixed-integer piogram 
(Section 2.7) in rationals. Also, we provide some. results on the large family of 
alternate group prob;ems tha: were alluded to in t’he introduction to 1221 (Section 
1.2-1.2.2 below). 
In terms of expository material, WC: shall supply very concise proof’s elf the most 
well-known results in the basic papers of the algebraic approach [l’i’, 18, 2 1, 22, 
381. The primary device we use, to simplify and compress earlier proofs r”or the 
pure-intr.ger case, while generalizi .;g their results, is an often-.;cdiscovered 
theorjem r?ited in Section 1.3.1, that .:. due to Hil’x:rt [26] and hzs b,::en recently 
used to ge: results on some combinatorial problem:, [45]. The device that we use 
to reduce tile mixed-integer case tc the pure-integ:l* case, is due to Woisey [493. 
The or~ly background assum.ed IS a knowledge of duality for linear programs 
and pc larity for polyhedra; this material is presejlted in [42] or [46, Chapters 1 
and 7,]. The paper is intended to be read consecutively. 
Ti-,e algebraic approach, created by Gomory and developed by Gomory and 
Johnson, concerns more general conslructions than the already-known group 
constructions. For one thing, we sha,ll see new group problztn.< in liection i .2.2 
From Araoz’ contribution [I] semi-groups also ;nust be considered. and WC shall 
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si&.^@i~ tij;c! &structioms of the atgetiraic @proa& go beyond sen&groups to a 
s&i@ we will describe in connection with Hilbert’s theorem [26]. 
In what follows, we under&& the mixed-integer program to be 
inf m-i-dy 
(MIJ?) subject to Ax t By = h 
X,YHl 
x integer 
in which .r =(x1,. . . , x,)> y = (yS, . . . , y,), b = (b,, . . . , b,> are vectors, as are c 
and d; anld A, B are matrices 0: dimensions compatible ‘to those already given. 
(MIP) is an integer program if r XI and s = 0; we ;.lways assume r > 0. 
Most of the results beEow require either the rationality hypoGr&---that A, I3, b, 
c, d are integral in (MIP)--or the bc~undedttess hyputhesis-that the polyhedron 
(ix, y) > 0 1 Ax f By = b) is bounrled. 
By a result of Gould and Rubi:: f2S], for a bounded (JP) there is a rational (IP) 
with the same feasible set. In this sense, our results are covered by the rationality 
hypothesis= However, the equiva!em rational (IP) has a merent matrix and hence 
different columns. Since the results ‘of the algebraic approach are stated in terms 
of the given matrices A, B of (MFP) and their colmnns, we have had to distinguish 
bE’twe& th%. rationality and boundedness hypotheses in our results. Thus our 
results exclude the c?se that (MIP) is neither bounded nor rational, and for such 
(MIP) Blair has exhibited a number of striking pathologies (see e.g., [5d]). 
This paper is a revision of ,Part 1 of [33]. The original version contains a more 
complete discussion of several points, and .some proofs that we omit here. Part 2 
of [33] is presented in [343 in a revised form. 
For a result which relates some of the earlier work on the disjunctive approach, 
to the subadditive work on the group problem of Gomory, Burdet’s paper [9] is 
relevant. We discuss the matter of such interrelationships in a broader setting in 
[34, pp. 304-m3071; this paper is a prerequisite for the discussion there. 
The main construction of the algebraic methods are certain shortest-path 
problems, the study of whicl. is helpful toward the various theoretical results 
associated with the a.piproa& 
The construction car, be stated abtractly, as a representation of Integral sums 
of finitely many vectc)Ts in a directed g:r,rph; we prefer to give the two primary 
specific appbcations clirectl‘ 1 J, with a f ev remarks that should indicate the general 
nature of the constrl.ction. IJur exposition here is similar to that of Wolsey in [SO, 
51-J 
1. I . The infinite gr,fgh con: ;trzictioPc 
yile form a short:;; .path represent ation 
,-; 
X: graph hr,s infinilely rlany no&s. A 
for (IP) as follows. 
node conesponds CO every sum of the 
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form 
“(i) u = & :+ ) :~‘li n,; z 0 and integral, (l.l.A) 
j = 1 
where A = [lz”’ - - - acr)j indicates the columns of A. We concect 2, of (1. P .A) to D’ 
by a directed arc, where 
j9f = i +(j), ail rri a 0 and integral, (1.1.B) 
j=l 
preciseiy if the following conditions are met: for some k = 1, . . . , r we have 
nj =: ni, if j#k 
nk + 1, if i = k. 
(1.1.C) 
When (1.l.C) holds, the length of the directed arc is ck, the kth component of c. 
One easily verifies, that a shortest directed path in the graph described, from 
the origin 0 to b (if any), provides a representation of b = ZJ in (1.1 A) Iwhich 
yields the optimal solution x” = (nl, . . . , n,) to (IP) of cost ‘CT=, cinj-here ilk 3 0 
counts the nnmber of arcs of the type (l.l.C) in the path, the order of these arcs 
being immaterial. If no path from 0 reaches b, (IP) is inconsistent. A result of 
Meyer [41] has, as a consequence, that if (IP) is rational, consistent, and if the 
criterion value to (IP) is boun;led below, the infimum is attained-i.e., a shortest 
path exists. If (IP) is bounkd there are only finitely many paths from 0 to h, 
hence a shortest path, if there is any such path. 
1.2. Homomorphic images of the infinite graph 
The graph of 1.1 has infinitely many nodes. If a finite structure is desired, one 
way of proceeding is as follows (this is the point of view in the introduction to 
WI). 
Suppose that the rationality hypothesis holds. If the non -negativities nj a 0 in 
(-1.1 .A) are dropped, the graph is enlarged, but the shortest-path problem in the 
new graph still represents (IP) in the same way as before---in fact. no new path 
from 0 to b is introduced. I!:[owever, the nodes of the enlargedl grapn form a group 
G: if V, w E G then ZJ - w E: G; and 0 E G (for details on axioms for an abstract 
group, see [ 471). 
Consider ,sny group H and an onto csurjective) hen-.omorphism +z : G- N. This 
cp is a function satisfying 
~(z~+w)=(P(v)+~$w) for u, wEG. ( 1.2.rii 
the addition on the left in (1.2.A) being that of G. on the rirrht, that of N. 
Because of the relation (1.2.A), the shortest path problem in G induces one in 
H. SpecificJly, one connects h to h’ (k7, h’ E wit’2 a directed arc, if there arc t:. 
U’E G with cp(v> = h, cp(v’) = h’, and an arc from I) to t ‘. Bn g!cner;\l. m;\ny IIKS 
connect Ez and k’. Equivalently, an arc Iconnects h to h’, if there are representa- 
tions 
q integer 
$ integer 
(1.2.B) 
satisfying (1.1.c). The len@h d this arc is CL, where c’: 2 (ci, . . . c:) is an;! “ector 
satisfying 
c’ = c-BA (1.2.c) 
for @Jo R”. One desires a shortest path from 0 to q(b) in H. 
If H is a finite group, one has a finite shoqest-path problem, which is in 
principle solvable w seve& ~q@h@s. 
The shortest-path probkm in H may ‘not rec;resent~@?). On& easily checks that 
it represents the group problem 
.IC ~0 and integer, 
ia which equality and addi: ion are those of the group H. Thus, the shortest path is 
a solution to tk 4axatio 1 (IPHI of (IPI. 
I%eQmU 1.1, Suppose that (IP) is consistent and has optimal value z* > --oo. Then 
if 2’ is the optimal value 0f (IPH), 
r”+8bszz* (1.2.D) 
FVc& Put S={xintqe~ )Ax=b,raO) and S’=(xintegerIJ$=, g(a”‘)+= 
q(b), x 3 0). Since rp is a by-- _.u. xptll!~rn (GLA), S E S’. Therefore to obtain 
( 1.2.D) it suffices to show that 
x E S itnplies c’x + 8b = cx. ’ (1.2.E) 
However, (1.2.E) is mmed.iate, since ?or XE S we have from (1.2.C) that 
c’x+@b=cx- @(!I--Ax)=cx. 
The group problerd (PI-I) completely >iolves (IP) in the event that its optimum 
point 7:‘) also satisks rhe constraints of (P), tar then x0 is optimal to (IP), by 
(1.2.EI 
cc 4 ~rse the use of the vector c’ c f (1.2.C) corresponds tc t a Lagrangean 
f!XMU’. %I of (IF’), wkh the group co~+.raints of (IPIH) retainer , but the linear 
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~~tr&S,~of .(JP) “absorbed” into the objective function. This idea is due to 
Shapiro ,firlA:L who applied it to the. usual group constructio,l, and has since used it 
iri connection with many homomorphisms fp. 
1.2.1. 2% usual group construction 
Tfre group problem (IPH) which has received attention1 to date is among those 
of 1.2, and is constructed as follows. 
One so3ves the linear programming relaxation of (IP) (i.e., the integralit) 
constraints on x are dropped) and thus obtains a partition of x = (G, x;) intci, basic 
(5) and non-basic (a) variables, corresponding to a partition A = [U 1 VI of A. 
Leting G (:as above) represent the group generated by the columns of A, and G’ 
that generated by the 
H = G/G’ 
and 
columns of U above, we put 
(1.221..1 
q(u)=v+G’, for LEG. 
This is Giornory’s construction [17, 181. Also, Gomory relaxes xi 20 in (IPH) if 
ati) is a column of U (hence &a’) = 0). 
(1.2.1.A) can be rendered more familiar (and, wz feel, somewhat less perspicu- 
ous!) as follows. We identify o and u’ in (l.l.A), (1.1.B) if cp(u) = rp(u’), which b:i 
(1.2.1.A) occurs if aad only if 2: -I- G’ = ZJ’ + G’, i.e., u - ZJ’ 1:: G’: i.e., if and only if 
v--?J’= uz, (1.2.1.B) 
for some integer vector 2, = (zl, . . . , z,) (assuming, U to be the first m columns of 
A). Now (1.2.1.B) is equivalent to U-‘u - U-It+ = z,, or to U-‘u = U/-‘0’ 
(mod 1). So the mapping cp corresponds to first taking U-’ and then t&king 
fractional parts. 
As regards the criterion function c’ of (1.2.C) for the Gomory group, recali 
from 1173 that 
x,,=U-lb-U-lVx, (1.2.1.C) 
and thiat (c, - cuU-* V) x, is thl- criterion function for that group problem, where 
we have pilrtitioned the criterion function c =. (c,, c,) of (IP) conformally with 
x = (x,, x,). But setting 8 = c,U-’ in (1.2.C) gives (c, - c,U-’ V) as the compo- 
nents of c’ corresponding to x,,, whi!e for this 0 those corresponding to x,, are 
c, - c,,U-’ U= 0, and jr deed the adjustment in value between (IPj and (IPH) is 
8b = c; U-l b. 
Ne:rt, if x0 is optimal in (IPH) for the Gomory group, in our wish to see AX” == b 
satisfied and thereby solve (IP), we are free to chose xg30 arbitrari!y, as 
cp(a”‘) = 0 when a”’ is a column of U. From rhe above the onlv possible choice for 
xz is lletermined by (1.2.1.C), hence we obtain the usual rule-[17] for solving ilPI, 
via (IPH) when I:his is possible. 
,~a& ‘. ,*.. ‘._ “.j ,:_c: S’_R &&#j, i 
; . . 
,. 
, , 
clekl~, &en, @Mj be&tieS~‘~the Comar~ g&u@ prbjlem .[17] -when G” is 
n in the manner just specified, except for th.e possible oitission cf noxi- 
constraints among x 20, which neither change the bound obtained 
, nor the solution of (IP) obtained from (IPH), lf a.ty. However, in 
r 2 wken~we discuss the cutting-phne theory, d@srent far@es: of .cuttingy 
pi- arise whep the norrqq#&it&s are on@&. The problem. (II@,. which 
retains non-neg&ities, act~~ally provides more cut&g-planes,‘since we have both 
those of the, group problem of fk7j plus all the linear proyamming constraints. 
In Chapter 2, if. the ,readct -wishes to gbtain precisely the .cutting~planes for the 
group of 1171, the variables q, of (Il?H) ought simply to,be omitted. In .th&Way, 
we simply get another .gra~p probicm (IPH) which arises if we stzqt with the 
~ot-@~ -aints Vx, = 6, x, ~0 and apply, the uniform construction here. Then ah th: 
results of Chapter 2 will ap,ply mutatis mutandi. 
1.2.2. §ome generalizations of the rtisrrtal group consm~~ction 
Suppose that (IP) is integral. Then G of Section 1.2 is a module of integer 
vectors. 
A program (IPH) is specified by ker cp =(Fc E G 1 q(k) = 0}, which in turn is 
spe&ed by an m by t matrix of integers D of full rank t s m. For ker cp is a 
submodule of G having a basis description ker ye =(h 1.h = Dz for an integer 
vector z} for some D. Conversely, each such D defines a submodule G’ = 
(h 1 h = Dz for some integer vector z), and defines (9 : G+ G/G’ by q(u) = ZI + G’, 
the kernel of cp being G’. 
This shows that the construction cf (IPH) corresponds to the ordinary integer 
program 
min c+x 
<IPR) subject to AX = b + L?z 
x 3 0 integer 
z integer. 
Indeed, for : integer 
(1.2.2.A) 
-Ax-beke: q 
@Ax = b -I- Dz fc J some integer z 
By the usual analys s concerning the row and column operations of the Smith 
Norm4 Form, when (3 = z’” the group problem (IPH) is in a finite group if and 
only if t = t-n, in which case the six of this kite group is det DI (see [33, Section 
l-2.23. For the Go;r,oxy group, C = U. 
Sqqh7se &at C’ in (1PI-I) ~5 r;ztional, as is NIP). 
In err ler f0r (IFII) to 
and sufjicient that there 
C’X<O 
.4.x = Dz 
XbO 
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have a finite vaIue when (II?) is consistenr, it is necessary 
is no solution ;o 
I1.2.2.13) 
Pm% If (1.2.2.B) has nc solution, then (IPR) with the integrality conditions 
relaxed, hence (IPR) itself, is bounded below. If (1.2.2X) has a solution, it has a 
rational solution since c’, -4, D are rational, hence an integral solution. But an 
integra’l solution to (1.2.2.!3) shows (IPR) is unbounded. 
The theorem of Section 1.2 above and the theorem of this section indicate the 
very large number of grou:, relaxations that are potentially cvailable. Whenever 
~‘20, for instance as occurs if c z 0 and t9 = 0, or if 13 is chose:n to solve the dual 
f3A C c and c’ is defined by (I .2.C), any integer m %&ix D may be used in (IPR) 
since (1.2.2.B) c?,nnot be satisfied. Taking D as the square matrix 
diag (S,, . . . , s,)qp. .s”,] (1.2.2.C) 
with ‘S1, . . . , si, integers, corresponds to relaxing the ith constraint to hold 
modulo i$, i=l,..., m. 
For another example, Bell’s generalization [3] of Gomory’s group problem is 
obtained by using D = U oi; g(&, . . . , 15,), where U is the basis a: the lirlear 
programming optimum. By increasing the Si. one obtains a seqner?ce of more-and- 
more constrained 
Bell and Shapiro 
manner [4]. 
group problems (IPH), with of course larger group size, and 
have shown how to solve bounded and rational (IP) in this 
1.3. Eni& shortest path re;resen;tations of (IF’) 
Tb far we have obtained sbtilrtest-path problems in a finite directed graph by 
relaxing the problem (I?‘). Cam (IP) be formulated as a finite shortest path 
problem prior to relaxation? 
Araoz [1] showed how lo represent integer packing problems 
rnin cx 
(IPP) subject to Px g 5 (E h40) 
x 3 0 and integer 
in a finite graph. Yn (IP:P), P and b are non-negative. His construction is an 
instance of one we describe in 1.3.2 for (II?. First, we need to know the rc~lts in 
1.3.1 on the fsllowing page. 
CAWbky 1.4. For any inequality system in integers 
M.x=b (1.3.1.C) 
x integer 
with h& b rational, +ktre exist finite sets of iirreger vectors {C, . . . , 
~(~~1 req. (x”‘, . . . , xc”), de_.onnti:; nib ivi. 5 resp. M, szrch that x solves 
(1.3.1.C)ifandor1Iyiffursomei=l,..., aandinteger:~,.~O,j=l,._., t 
x = u(i) +- f ,yo’) 
i - Y 
(1.3.1.D) 
Corollary 1.5. If !i’ s the set of all x satisfying (1.3.1.D: for sorree @I, i = 1, . . . , a 
ar1.d some integers 3 2 0, j = 1, . . . , 1; trten the conve L span convS of S is a 
polyhedron with rational defining iner;uaIities. 
.! me terminology: tke set of x wit’1 (1.3.1.D) for intt gers nj a0 (i.e., the set S 
C?F . 2 last co;allary) is called a “slice”, since it arises gc ometrically by “slicing” a 
CXil i‘-Ee $zj) We call (1.3.1.D,l th, “slice form”. 
Cutting-plane theory 
From the last corollary and the equivalence of (TPH) and (IPR), the convex 
rational defining inequalities, span of the solutions to (lPH) is a polyhedron in 
~&hqti&r 8, b, and: D cd (EPR) are integral. 
ye in&r+ in the sliceform (1.3.1.D) is that the a?.gebraic relaxations, such as 
{IPI@ are generally uribotmded, though (IP) rarely is in practical applications. 
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1.3.2. The rational case 
We apply‘ Hilbert’s result [26] to (IP) by assuming, without loss of generality, 
that we have b >O, (IP) is rational, and noting that 
Ax-Id=O,xsO, da0 x and d integer (1.3.2.A) 
is of the form (1.3.1.A), where d = (d,, . . . d,,,) is a vector of variables, Ax - Id = 0 
is taken as Ax-Id Z= 0 and Ax -Id s 0, and I is an m by m identity matrix. Let 
(x(l), d”‘), . . . , (xc’), d”‘) provide a solution (1.3.1.B) for (1.3.2.A). 
Consider the graph F whose points are all the sums of the form 
2, = i n,dfi), all n, 3 0 and integer (1.3.2.B) 
j=l 
such that no component of u exceeds the corrc:sponding component of b in (IP), 
where a directed arc goes from u to 2r’, given by 
v’ = i +“‘, all ni 3 0 and integer, (1.3.2.C) 
j=l 
if (l.l.C) holds (with T replaced by t). Note that F is finite, since all d(j) are 
non-negative integer vectors, as is b. (Many “loops” may occur in F if certain 
d”’ = 0, but this does not 
to the arc is CX’~). 
Any path in F from 0 
b = $ njd”’ 
j=l 
and therefore 
affect finiteness.) When (1 .l.C) holds, the cost assigned 
to b uses an arc (1.1 .C) n,_ times (say), hence 
(1.3.2.D) 
(1.3.2.E) 
provides a solution to Ax = b, x 2 0, and has cost 
i: rljC.P = cx. (1.3.2.F) 
j=l 
B,y this kind of analysi:;, we see that any shortest path from 0 to h yields an 
optimal soktion to (It-‘) via (1.3.2.E). 
This is thz constructicm of [8], there stated also. for (MIP) as 3 ~11or1e~t pa h 
problem 1n 2 finite graph. In [8-j we. shc1 I- thar the graph of Arao7 ior (IPP) arise:, 
_ 
: r :,; _, 
: :,k@$p ;,~I,: -I ,-_ ; _-‘., : ‘.:c,,’ : ‘. 
,, 
R,~#us~thi~ 1 ,. 
:.:,-:~ ,. 
icx+‘&e above construciion is performed on that prototclem. A signifkant advan- 
tage, &~~evt~, of the graph for (IPP), is the useful explicit form: for the,&?), d?) 
in th$ case. . 
.I.32 1.’ l&n-~oki~tit?:k~ee* g-o& awl &&$roti~, probll?mS. Axa+ gives an 
ew,k sQ .*G&, &?&; t&i&e &&& pal& pr&&& iri :$$ & & && easier 
thas(KPH’), since the.graph F can be much smtilller than the graph asso&@d with 
(IJ?I$J, even $hough P solves (l[p) ana @I-I) is a relaxakion. 0-f koW& @WJ can 
be &der than the path: $r&km in I? 
1.3.2.2,. General semi-group pm~lems. Clearly, homomorphisms (1.2.A) can be 
appkd to the grcoph F, yield&$ shbrtest-path problems which are reltiatio;ls of 
4tp). The analysis is similar to that for (XPR) with 7 20 appended (and the 
quotient-group construction omitted). 
1.4. Wolsey’s reffwtin of (Ml?) lo (II?) hi die rational case 
Thus far, our discussion has concerned (IP), k!t esskntially the same treatment 
wouEd be valid for (MIP) under the rationality Ihyp&es,is, thok@h th$ notation 
would be complicated by the added generality. 
To this end, we note that, if (MI’P) ha5 an optimal solution-wSch it does, if it 
is consistent and bounded below [41)-then in at least one optimal solution 
(x”, y”), y” is rational y ‘= (&I$, . . . , ZiD) with an integer denominator D which 
carinat exceed the maximum absolute value of any non-zero subdeterminant of B. 
Indeed, yG satisfies By = b - Ad’, and b - Ax0 is an integer vector; hence, by the 
use of basic feasible solutions for a maximal 1ine:arly independent subset of the 
constraints By = b-Ad’, the;e is at least one solution :y” of the desired form. 
From this result, it follow that, for puqoses of optimkation, one may use [49] 
min (Dc)x -I- dr 
(ME) subject to (AD).n -kBr = Db 
x, 2 30 ecncl .integer 
III plzce of (ME”: i.e., the optim 1 valL:s c>f (‘K?) ;Ind (MIP)’ are the same, and 1 
from say optimum (x0, 2”) tp {ZIP) on+: obtains at least one optimum (x0, zO/D) I 
to (Msp). ‘Yet (MIP)’ is a .~urc integelm p:‘ogr~~, so that ail1 the previous construc- 
tions and results apply tc, it. 
i 
b 
)i 
7 e: m&g-plane thmy of the a&#arak approach s. 
Asscciated with the Froblem relaxatks of the algebraic approach is.a theory of 
cuttin@-pIames for the, ,elaxations, in faa-1, ohe first such theory dt:veloped. 
c~~a.racterizdtiipns cd all the cuts V,aiid fdr the most studied relaxations of 
1 
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calculation of their facets by the tabulation of extreme points of c:rtaln linear 
programs, described below. When the finite rielaxation is large, so are the linear 
programs; and there are various results on exl rapolating cutting-planes foi smaller 
relaxations to those for larger ones [18, 22, 3,9]; see also [30, Proposition 2.91 for 
a generalization of the “two-slope extrapolal ion”. 
Cutting-planes for any relaxation of (MIP) are of course valid for (MI?) itself, 
and their addition to the constraints of (MJP) aids in fathoming even if 0.11~ used 
for penalties. These cutting-planes need not 1 be facets or even sul~portinl; hyper- 
planes to the relaxations, and as such need no\: derive from a complete solution to 
a relaxation. 
Cutting-planes are perhaps best conceived as “repositories” for the knowledge 
of (MIP) obtained in the course of some computation, often on a relaxation of 
(ME’). Here: the user has the option of determining the effort :le i.; willing to 
invest toward obtaining the dual (i.e., fathoming) capabilities b!T which he can 
evaluate the quality of any solution obtained ~cimally (e.g., by bra rich- and-bound 
incumbents,. or, probataly better, by heuristics :27, 29, 351) and g:lide the primal 
search. 
2.1. Treating (IP)’ and (IPH) together 
In our treatment of the algebraic theory of cl ;tting-planes, we shall state results 
for the problem (IPH), and we shall assume th It (IP) is rational when we discuss 
(KPH). W’hen (IP) is treated separately, we &all say explicitly if it is zlssumed 
rational or bounded for a specific result. 
Results for (IPH) of course imply results fctr ratisnal (IP), by cho ;ing H = 5; 
a.nd cp the identity map in Section 1.2. If H is ftnite in (IPH) for a give I result, we 
will explicitly say so; otherwise, we do not assume H finite. 
The two properties possessed by (IPH) and needed in the following results.. al-e 
that its constraints are: equalities, and that- it has a slice-form in the sense of the 
next proposition. 
Proof. The equivalent (IPR) to (IPH) has a slice-form (1.3.l.D) for all SC flutions 
(x, z) to (IPR), by th e fi rS:c ~hrcJlhy in SeCtiOII 1 .3.1 A Slice-form f4br (1Pf-l) is 
obtained by projection of tbt: (x, z)-slice-form on the co-ordinates x. 
For (IP) bounded and consistent, a slice-form ( I .:;.I .D) also exists. 111 (1 3.1 .H>;. 
the vectors uti), i = 1, . . . , /k can ‘re chost;n to enumerate all the finiteI,,, man’6 
): we take all Y (I’ = 0 in lj.3 i .D). $-lercforz, all results pr(‘V*‘” ?I4 
use only of a slice-form and ,:quality will also hold for (IV) bounded. 
Corollary 1.4, a slice-for33 exists for the problem (lP)’ if it is consistent, 
’ is 
* 
mm CX 
(IP)’ subject to k’x z= b’ (A’, b’, c integral) 
x 3 0 ad integer. 
Hence results proven by use of a slice-form an: y will be valid fo:* (IP)’ as well, and 
we use tl& fact at several point5 below. 
Of cot&e, (WJ’ can be reduced to rational (IP) by use of surplus variables, but 
when this is done, the full positiv ity assumption (see below) on which some results 
depend can be losi, ahhough it holds for (XT!)’ prior to such a reiluction. Also, it is 
of advantage to discuss cutting-planes for (IP)’ which involve only the structural 
variables (and not surplus variables). For thqse reaso,ns, when a resu\t hdds for 
(W)@ we-often mentio~t3G.t -M’ 3  -cm* res*u& !x~~~,wliicli are st&ed for (IPH) ouly 
also haie anaiogues foi @‘)‘, prior to addition of surplus variables, and these 
analogues are obtained by imposing monotonkity on cekain subadditive func- 
tions. However, we shah not aim at such generality in this papr. 
Another problem mention& in some results is 
nrin cni-dy 
(MIP)’ subject to A’x + B' y > b’ (A’, B’, b’, ‘P, d integer) 
x Z= 0 and integer 
y&O. 
R.esulits for (NIP)’ usually follow by using a reduction of (MIYP)’ to (IP)’ like that of 
Section 1.4, and applying a result for (IP)‘. 
En what follows, (CS) denotes the convex span of feasible solutions to the 
problem being discussed. Also, q : G-H is the homomorphism of Section 1.2. 
We shall c,mpioy the abbreviations 
,I3 = r 
a”’ 
[ rp(i’;‘), 
fr * !!Pj ~2~s~~.i, (IF) rational, or (IP)‘; 
for (IP) ;*itronal, (used in (IPH)); (2.1.A) 
and also 
b, for (IP) bou Idcd, (IP) rational, or (HP)‘; 
q(b), for (IF) rational (used in (IPH)). 
oreover ~ A * reviates A* = :B.(-~, . . . , a(‘)] (cols;. 
(2.1.B) 
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We say that the inequalitj in real scalars 
(2.2.A) 
is minimal if: (1) It is. valid for (IP)’ (or (IPH) or (IP) bounded); (2,) If any ri 
(j=l,..., r) is decreased, or if rO is increased, the resulting inequality is not 
valid. 
2.2.1. The basic lemma on minimal inequalities 
The positivity assumption on index j, j ~(1, . . . , r} for (IP)’ (or (IPH), or (IP) 
bounded), states that there is a feasible solution with Xj > 1. If the positivity 
assumption holds for all j = 1, . . . , r, we say that full positivity is satisfied. 
The indices j for which positivity fails clearly allow ri to be indefinitely 
decreased in any valid cut (2.2.A). We remark also that full positivity and in fact 
full dimensionality, holds in consistent (IPH) for finite groups H, since every 
element is of finite order and, with an integer multiplier resulting in zero, it can be 
added to any solution to (IPH). 
Lemma 2-2. Assume that the program (IPH), (IP)‘, or (IP) bounded is consistem. 
Then if (2.2.A) has minimal We and is valid, and rO cannot (be increased, fhere is 
at least one solution uCq) to (If?)’ (or (IPH) or (IP) bounded), whose qrh coordimlte 
up’ is at least unity, and for which (2.2.A) holds as equality. 
Proof. The minimum of the linear form x 7rixi over (IF,’ (or (IPH) or (1P) 
bounded) is rro; put T = (7r1, . . . , w,). If, in a slice-fcrm (1.3.1 .Di, the q th 
component is positive in any v(‘) with T-U(‘) = ro, we are done. So we may assume 
If the qth component of v(‘) is positive, m(“> 7~~. (2.2.1 .A) 
Next, if the qth component in any xCk) is positive and also TX’~) = 0, we are done, 
because if the minimum of TX occurs at vCi’ (which must occur for some 
i= ,... 1 3 a, or TX is not bounded), another optimum is o’“+ X(~) in which the qth 
component is positive. Therefore, we may assume that 
If the qth component of xCk’ is positive., TTX’~’ ) 0. (2.2.1.B) 
Also, since TX is bounded below, we have ~-x’~‘>O ior all k := I, . . f. 
Now (2.2.1.A) and (2.2.1.B) lead at once to a, contradictio;a. Gnce they will ~;till 
hold if nq is slightly decreased, and then the fact tkat TX”‘) ~(1 for all k ;*nd 
for all i shsws t e strengthened inequa”i:y is still valid, so (2.1.A) 
ve had minimal 7-rq. 
Then (2:Z.A) is minimat if and only if: (1) It is a supporting hypeq&@e to the 
con*: s/pan (C5) of feasih;lk soluiions; (2) For j = 1, . . ,, , r there is a feasible 
solut&n u(f), wtrgse jth coordinate uy’ is at least unity, and for w,i,‘& (2.2.A) 
b&5 laJ qwalit). 
Pym& The sd~cieney of our renditions is clear-in a supporting hwrpiane, no 
Cannot 6e’incremxJ; and because of the positivity of 1 ,F3 in the tight sohltion u”), 
q cannot be’ckmmed for j=l,. . ., r, The nems~ty of (1) is clear, since a 
non-qqmting hmrplane to a *polyhedron can be moved orthogonally closer a 
positive distance. The necessity af (2) is shown b-4 the previous Lemma. 
This very saw analysis, repeated fm @AIP)‘, and using the ideas cP Section. 1.4, 
2 nd the analogous de&Son of minimal for an &fP) cut 
(2.2.1 .c) 
yields the folIowil?g: 
2A. With the full positMy assumption for (Im)‘, in&ding the fact that 
yt, >o is consistent with (m) far ,azch k = 1, . . . , s, hen (2.2.1.c) is minimal if 
and only if (I) 11 is a .~upportkg hyperpke to (CS); (2) For every ,* there is an 
(M3Py equality sol~xtkm to (2.2.1.C) ,wiuitk xi 5 1; (3) For every k there is an @UP)’ 
equality solution US (2.2.1.0 with yk 2 l/D, D the maximum absolute non-zero 
subd&rminant of -3 in (MIP)‘. 
For (IMP) under the boundedness assumption, a dii%xcnt analysis was neces- 
sary, since there is no kncmtn reduction of (MIP) to (IP). For details, se.e [31]. 
2.2.2. Relationship beween minimuP inequalities and suppclrting hyperpkxes 
propsrpftiott 2.5;. If the furl psitivity awum@on holds for @PI-T), (H?)’ or (IP) 
bounded, a minimal inequality (2.2.A) k precisely a szqp&ng hyperplane to (CS) 
which supports at a point of {( 3) u+kL Ic CJ posa&s in .211 coordinates. 
Pro&. The necessityr o! this cc:cr,ncli?iom is clear, since tbe point u’ = 
(tit’; .t . - - + zP), r is a point of suppox when (2.2-A) is minimal, and all of its 
coordiilates are po4tive. The sufficxenry is ati~o clear, since any such positi:-e 
solutron which males (2.2.k) tight, i+rllles out the possibiliq of decreasing any :rj 
or ‘n$yezing vTT:,, uhile remaining valid. 
From this alte:nate characterizaticrn of minimal inequalities., we see that the 
no: .-negativitie, such as x 1 30. are iI<);: minimal, even though they may yield 
fzc ‘i (EcJte ht ix, 30 is aho vGid’l ht nm-r~legativit.ics need not be explicitly 
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added as cutting-planes, since they are in an.y case enforced in the pivoting of the 
Simplex Algorithm. 
The next result shows that, with full positivky, only the non-negativities x 13 0 
and finitely many minimal inequalities are needed to define (CS). 
From the general theory of polyhedra [42, 461, there are finitely many in- 
equalities H’x 3 ;gi, i = 1, . . . , u such that 
(2.2.2.A) 
andsuch thatfor i=l,..., LE. exactly one of the two conditions hold 
or 
(CS) C {X 1 C;I"X = gi} (2.2.23) 
dimension ((CS) fl {x 1 d’x = gi}) = p - 1 (2.2.2.C) 
where $3 is the dimension of (CS). Indeed, (2.2.2.B), (2.2.2.C) simply restate that 
(CS), which is a polyhedron for (II?) bounded, (IP)‘, or (IPH), is defined by certain 
singular linear inequa1itie.s satisfying (2.2.2-B) which describe the linear manifold 
spanned by (CS) (see e.g., [461), plus certain linear forms satisfying (2.2.2.C) 
which describe the facets ((p - l)-dimensional faces) of (CS) in this manifold. We 
define 
for some x E (CS) which is 
in all co-ordinates, d’x = gi 
(2.2.2.D) 
Proposition 2.4. If the fulZ positivity assumption holds for (IPH) or (IP)’ or (IP) 
bounded, then 
(2.2.2X) 
Pr@&. Suppose i&I and P obreviate d x 3 gi by dx b g. By, full positivity, there is 
X’E (CS) which is positive in all components. From (2.2.2.D) and iZ 1, we cannot 
have (2.2.2.B). Hence (2.2.2.C) holds. 
We claim thzt there is some index j E { 1, . . . , r) such that 
x E (CS) arid dx = g implies xi = 0. (2.2.2.F) 
TO see (2.2.2-F), let R be the collection of all sets K 5 { 1, . . . , r} such that therl: 
is at ieast one x E (C:i) with dx :; g anti K, > ii for j E K. R f $7 as $1 E I!. and we ma> 
let X? be any element of k of maximal cordinalilt-y. 
We have K*G’{l, . . . , r} by i&I a:ld (2.2.2.D). Let jE{l,. . . , rJ.‘\K*. Then 
(2.2.2.F) holds, for otherwise there aI.2 points x”‘, X”‘E iCSj satisiying 
_‘1iJ& -., ,” , RJemjbiv ,, 
From ~(2.2.2G), if x = h~‘~‘+(l -h)x (2) and O< A < 1, we have x E (CS), rh = g, 
.I& q > 0 for k E #? kJG), a contradiction to the maximality of K* in re. Ihis 
jXove$ (22;2.2;@. 
From (2.2.2-C)-and (2.2.2.F), ,we have 
p - 1. = dimklsion [(CS) i-l {x 1 alx =: g)) 
< dimension [(CS) R (x 1 q = 80)) 6 f? -. 1 
(2.2.2.H) 
and 
(~~rl(xIdx~g)~‘(CS)R(xj5=0). (2!.2.2.1) 
The last ine+ality in (2.2 2.11) follows from full positivity. From (2.2.2.1-I) and 
(2.2.2.1), we have, as both sides of (2.2.2.1) are iaces of (CS), that 
(cs)n{x 1 dx= g}=(CS}r7(x 1 xi =O}. (2.2.2.5) 
From (2.2.2.5), the inequality dx~=g m:ay be drol@ed iii (2.2.2.A) from the 
constraints d’x 3 g,, i = 1, . . . $, u, and the same set (CS) will be defined. By 
continuing this process of elimirration, we &tam the result. 
It is worth remarking that, without the lull positivity assumption, there fail to 
be any minimal &qualities in real scalars Wj, even though of course there are 
facets, supporting Ityperplanes, etc. for (CS). A case in point is provided by the 
cc,nstraints x1 + C+ - x2 =S 0, in which we ca .?not have x1 z 1. 
2.2.3. Relationship between extreme valid inequalities and facets 
Gomory calls (2.2.A) extreme valid, if it is an extreme point among the valid 
inequalities [18], where the normalization T, = 1 is used in (2.2.A), which can be 
employed SillCe I’ll Vj a 0 in @OUp CUtS. 
Since ~~60 is pos.sibie for facets of (IP) in the general setting, we 
“homogenize” ct ts (2.2.A) and say one is extreme valid if it is an extreme ray of 
the cone of va1ic.l cuts. X! is nnt 0 U nzn-negative: multiple of a non-negal:ivity. 
Hence the extre-ne valid cuts fare the facets of (C?;), other than non-negative 
multiples ?f nlJi!-negativities, when (CS) is fully-climensional. Extreme valid 
inequalities do n:)t exist if (CSr is :lot fully-dimensional, since tht:n rhere are no 
extreme rays L: the cone of va!id cuts [42, 46-j. 
This is a corn ct generalization, since it yields the previous definition when 
specialized to tlhe &roUFl of [17]. In the group, since x ~0 and all Tj 20, (2.2.A) is 
not a supporting i+perplane to :CS), i.e., not even a boundary point in the ccne of 
cuts, if 9ro *: 0. If P, = 0 in (2.:?.A), the intersection of (2.2.A) with the orthant 
x 2 0 Es (I - 1) dkznsioni;! only ,f at most lone “j is positive, in which case it is trivial 
Of is ;! ~~~t~~le 0: a non-negh+i’~’ hny, so not ex?reme valid. This ieaves T~>O, and 
il:‘k txlrerne ray 1‘” ;Ih ?r(, ;- 0 is t learly extra-ne valid in our sens?, since it is not a 
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multiple of a non-negativi:y; dividing through in (2.2.A) by T,, it clearly corres.. 
ponds to extreme valid cuts in the sense of [18], when one only permits a right- 
hand-side of unity in cuts. 
By developing these interrelations between the concepts of [18] and the 
concepts of the theory of convex polyhedra, some of the elementary results in [ 18, 
225 for finite groups appear as special cases of gl::neral results on con’vex 
polyhedra-a general fact first remarked by Ednnonds. For instance, a.n extreme 
valid in!:quality is minimal (see C22, Theorem 1. l., p . 311) since a facet touching 
(CS) at a positive point i:; a supporting hyperplane at that point. Similarl!l, if 
(2.2.A) is extreme among the minianal inequ.alities, it is extreme valid (thi,s is 
stronger than [22, Theorem 1.1, p. 331): the minimal inequalities are on the 
(non-convex) boundary ci the cone of valid inequalities (2.2.A), and, since that 
pointed cone (real11 full-dimensional@ holds for H fisite) is the convex spaln of 
its boundary point:;, extrellne rays for thle boundary arc extreme in the cone. 
2.3. SubadditiCty mad integer programmling 
A significant featlne of minimal inequallities (2.2.A) is that they arc subadditive. 
In the setting (II%) for 13 finitle, subadditivity is defined as follows. Expand the 
constraint set of (IPH) so $:hat all non-zero elements of El are included, and the 
constraints are therefore 
c t&=db) 
heH+ 
(2.3.A) 
t,, 2: 0 :and integer, h E H’ 
where El” = I_!\ {O) (assume H’ # QI>. Then %r these constraints (2.3.A) one may 
define valid and minimal inequaiities (2.2~4.) as before, and minimal inequalilief’. 
a.re subadditive in the sense that 
(2.3.B;1 
whenever g, k E H” (see [18, Corollary l., 1’. 4731 and also [22, Thleorem 1.21). In 
(2.3.B), we index cut-coefficients 7ri in 12.2.A) by the clement of H” tr, which the!/ 
correspond. 
Subadditivity relations at least similar tc (2.3.B) o-zcw in connection with (IPi 
bounded or (IPH), whether or not H ic finite. I_:t G”(b) denote the .Vralue 
function of (IPH) or (IP) bounded for VX. By this term, we mean the infimum of 
the linear form n-x subject to the constrainfs of (IP) or W’H), where G” is defined 
only for arguments k which are feasible, in the sense that (IP) bouridzd or (IPH) is 
consistent. The following generalizes a result of [31]. 
The value ftmction of (IPj’ also .is subadditive (2.3.C), and it is monotone 
non-decreaging in each component crf b’ (see [3lJ). 
(2.3.B), (2.3-c’) seem similar in nature, but more is true: they are precisely the 
same if o = g, w = cl, and 8” is the value’ function for (2.34 with (2.2.A) 
minirnr! for (2.3.A). This fok~s~, since V[;t) := nk for any. h E W; more, 
G ‘(au)) = 4 is true in (IP) bounded or (IPH) if vi > --03 cannot .be decreased. 
To see this, fibr$ note that,the unit vector solu~oon to (II?) bounded or (IPH) with 
4 = ‘I ;gives G” (@) C 9rk Next note, that if (2.2.A) is valid, so is 
i G”(&“)+ 2 ,rrO. (2.3.D) 
i-1 
This follows since V(,S G”(p) by the validity of (2.2.A), and since 
is @id for F subaddiitive in the sense of (2.3.(Z), with S(O) = 0, as one easily 
paves by induction on the integer quantity 4 = 2: Xj in any solution x = 
(X 1, . . . , x,) of (IJ?) bounded or fJPH). Finally, by (2.3.D), G;“(#)B 7ti is forced if 
gJ cannot be decreased. 
As we have the reverse inequatity, we have established G”(cr”‘) = nj, as 
promised. This same proof 5 
(213.E:) (see [31D. 
4ici ikrr (irj’, 11‘ r,lonotonicity of F is used to prove 
We see that the subadditivity rclatio~~ (2.3.B) is a reflection of the subadditivity 
(L.3.C) of the value function G” , sine: for H finite the inequalities (2.3.B) are 
simply a complet: listing of the subadditivity relations (2.3-C) of the value 
function. 
The significance of the subadditivjty relations (2.3.B) is shown by the ;.act that 
the entire cutting-plane th,eory of [IS] can be elr,posited without the use of 
shrxtest-path constructions, and solely by a detailerl analysis of this feature of 
TT~ -~i~nal ir:er,uahtics, a:; demonstrated implicitly ill [22]. The imp rrtant role 
pl er by .j~~~~~itiv~t~ is further &~rnonstrated in J~hnson’s investigation of the 
n-6 cu-;dteger grou reliix;ltions j-a8 ,. 
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Araoz [l] showed that subadditivity is a valuable concept for (IPP) and related 
combinaJoria1 programs, and prompted Edmond’s remark to the effect that 
subadditivity .&as “nothing to do wit5 groups”. The issue here, is that earlier 
proofs depended on group properties, such as closure under subtraction, finite. 
ness, and the non-negativity df the vj in (2.2.A). 
It is important to bear in mind that, for (KFH), the domain of the relevant 
subadditive functions is a group H, while for (IP) (bounded or ratiQna1) it is an 
additive semigroup of real space. In [SO, Proposition ‘Tll] it is shown that if q of 
Section 1.2 is onto, ‘hen H; is subadditive on H, if and only if, there is an F’ 
subadditive on G of Section 1.2, such that F(cp(v)) = F’(u) for all u E G; also, this 
function F’ satisfies the periodic@ -elation F’(u f hj - F’(u) if q(h) = 0. Subaddi- 
tive functions for (PH) can therefore be understood as subadditive functions for 
(IP) itself which possess certairl periodicities. 
2.3 1. The relationship between the master group problem and rhe value function 
‘1 he valid i nequalities 
c =h fh 3 WC). (2.3.1 .A) 
hdT 
for the “master group problem” (2.3.A), certainly yield valid inequa.lities (2.2.A) 
for (IPH) bq extracting only those coefficients nh of (2.3.1 .A) for which h = 
+$a?‘) for some i= 1,. . . , r. In [18], it is shown that, to any valid inequality 
(2.2.A) for (1;PI-I) where H is the Gomory group, there is at least one valid 
inequality (2.3.1.A) such that (2.2.A) arises by the projection just described. 
Clearly, c,ne such extensicn (2.3.1.A) of (2.2.A) to the master group problem is 
obtained by using the value function G” of (IPH) to provide: the coefficients 
?r,, = G”(h) in (2.3.1.A) (recall (2.3.E)) and then perhaps weakening (i.e., increas- 
ing) some coefficients (note (2.3.D)). 
From this point of view, the identification of the value fun&oil is a ge.neraliz+ 
tion of the master group construction [18]. But Blair has shown that a much 
stronger generalization of the master group construction is possible, in his proof 
that the value function G” can be extended to a subadditive function F defined 
on all of R” [6] under the rationality hypothesis. 
This result is sharpened in [S], where F is identified as a value flmction. Hence 
all problems (Ip) are projections of one suitable master problem on R”‘, and the 
previous results hold with the domain of G” thus enlarged kyond the feasible 
r.h.s. b. 
2.4. Subadditive dual&y for integer prograiw 
With c=(c,,..., c,) the criterio;l VCCL. -.r of (BP), from the previous dimkon. 
we have that 
GC(,(“) :s Cj, j=Y,_...r !2.4./\) 
(mm4t1 that unir vectors give G”(& s q), and by definition G”(p) = iso, where 
zO_ L the optimum value of l[JP)_ Th@ leads to the fogowing result, which 
&~mezx&z~ $le implicit du&t$ mm& of [iO’j for tbe Gomc$ group (see [3lJ). 
mx F((s:, 
@m subjek to F(aP) c cj, j = 1, . . . , t 
F s~kzd&iv~ on tfze domain of G”, F(0) =0 bear the following primal--dual 
rehti’onships loeach other, if the value of (IF) bounded or (IPH] is fir&e: 
( 1) For any so&im~ F to (D) am! x to (IP) bounded (or (IPH)), 
(2) The optimal values of (D) and (IP) (or (IPH)) are equal, and that of (ID) is 
attained. 
Proof. By ‘2.3-E), if F satisfies the constraints of (DP) and x is an opti,na! 
solution, we have 
F(P) si i F(cP!x, 
j=l 
(2.4.B) 
CI 2 cjxj = 20 = G”(P). 
j=l 
Also, by (2.4.A), (2.4.B) the optimal value of t:D) is G”(P) = z,~, which is also 
the optimal value of (IP). 
!iee [31] for a genera?Iimtio~~ of this duality result to (ME’). 
Now (DP) is one kinci of ’ Ax2 ;“x+wI” :? $?). One point of analc’gy is the 
fact, that if F is req&ed to be li,:ear in (DP) (i.e., F(r) = hv for some vector 
)I E Rm ), the.n tDP9 becomes the o:di!mry linear programming dual to (IP) tith 
the iategraliry comxaint droppeCi on n md linear functions are certainly subaddi- 
tive. However, it cm be shown that a imeau- programming dual is allso obtained by 
writing “F convex” in (DPII (see [3lj), and. thz additional information, that (in t.,le 
limzar progranunillg case) F cart be restricte:d to the class of linear functions, is 
conside:rable. 
It is therefore a weakness of the dual (DP) and (IP), that it dots not specif!j a 
tr xtable subcrass of the class af sut ‘additive functions. (Value functions could be 
this is no: helpful, since it invokes funct::ons which are 
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Note that the proof c,f the Theorem revealed that G’ is optimal in (UP) 
regardless of what 0 is (c)r b is, for (IP) bounded), so long as (IPH) is consistent 
with r.h.s. p (or (IP) is oxrsistent with r.h.s. b). We shall use this remark in the 
next section, when we note that F(c@)) s cj, j = 1, . . . , r for F subadditive on the 
domain of G”, implies F(V) d C’(V) wherever G(v) is defined. 
The weak du:al (DP) f1or (IP) has been implicity used in [lo], where a 
primal-dual procedure is given for solving the group problem of [17], by explicit 
iterative construction of an optimum to (DP). The construction in [lo] continues 
earlier investigations of Johnson [36]; in [ll] this approach i; applied to (IP). 
Regarding some primal-dual relations, from (2.4.B) one ca:> read off the usual 
complementary slackness relations between optima x resp. F to (IP) bounded (or 
(IPH)) resp. (DP): 
F(d)) < cj implies xi = 0 (j=l,...,r) (2.4.C) 
2.5. Representations of subaddi’tiue duals as linear programs 
The weak dual (DP) f.:ads to a doubly infinite “linear programming” formula- 
tion, with infinitely many variables and constraints, but witir only tinitely many 
non-zero coefficients in each constraint. For (IP) rational, writing the vxiable n; 
more perspicuously as :T(v), by [6] (DP) is l=quivalent to 
max T(b) 
W’)’ subject to rr(&)) s c. IT j=l!,..,r 
7Ttl.J + w) c Tr(v) + 7r( w), i>, w E Q" 
T(O) = 0 
where Q” denotes the set of all rational vectors in I?“‘. In fact, ~1 solution 
T(U) = % ill u E Q”, literally is a subadditive function through the definition 
.F(u) = rr,. The restriction 1.0 domain Q” makes the constraints of (DP)’ (only!) 
countably infinite. 
From this perspectivle, it is reasonable to ask if a fin:.te subsSystem of the 
constraints of (DIP)’ is equivalent to all. In general, :.herc: is r,me when the 
solution set to (IP) is unbounded. However, using the xpresentation bf the 
solution to (IP) as a sllice (1.3.1.D) does yield a closely ielated finite linear 
program not simply for (IP) ration;ll, but also for UP) boun&:d and for the group 
problem (IPH). 
In the notation of (3..3.1.D), let x1.8’ denote the jth component of xik’, k = 
1 , - * * 3 t in the slice-form for (TPH) or (IP). 
or (IP). botinded is cofl&ent, and S’ 2 S, ,the optimal ?xzZue to 
fr(u -I- w) - T(V) -- %T( w)s 0, (V$ w) c- S’ j (2.5.C) 
is that of (DP). Even @r&r, for any solution to (2.5.A) cerid’ (2.X), the cut 
i n(n”‘)x, 3 n(,B) (2.5.D) 
j-1 
is a valid cut (2.2.A). 
Prc~& To see the validity of (2.5.D), let W(U) solve (2.5.A), (2.5.C). It suffices to 
show that the v&e faction GF, where w== (w(cY(‘~), . . . . , vr(dr))), satisfies: (1) 
G”(@) w@); (2) O”(c@) G w(&) ,for 1 =z 1, . . + , r. Then we invoke the validity 
of (2.3.E) for the subadlditive fur&ion F-= W. The condition (2) always Mds; 
our work below is toward (1). 
The condition (2.5.A) assures that (1) holds, provided only that the linear form 
wx is bounded below by ~(6) at the integer points u(‘j= (v:“, . . . , vy’\ in the 
expression (1.3.1.D). Nence we need only find a finite set § such that (2.5.C) 
implies 
2 *(ayvj” 2 T{(3), i = 1, . . . , u. (2.5.E) 
j-1 
Now the ve~ors v(‘), i = II, _ , . , a aU satisfy A’% = /3 (with equality that of H, for 
(IPIY)); and we now show that, Yor any integer vector u with A*u -= & u 20, there 
is a finite subset S(u) such that the constraW!; 
7r(2’+W)--7r(v)- a(w):6Q, (0, >jtE S(u) 
5T(O) -1y= 0 (2.5.F) 
imply that 
x 71’(c:‘“)L$> 7@). (2.5.0) 
We then will b;. done by settin@ ,J - S(u”‘) IJ 1 - - U S(v’“‘). 
S(w) is obtais ed as follows, bit. induction on the integer quantilli c~ = cj z+ For 
g = 0, u =0, artd so taking S(u:l to be any set, we have 
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Indeed, ~(0) = 0 gives (2.5.H). If q 3 I, let u’s0 be an in ‘eger vector and ek a 
unit vector with ~4’ +ek = U. Then 4 - 1 =xi u;, and by induction S(U’) exists 
guaranteeing (2.5.K) for u’ in place of U. Therefore adding the constraint 
(2.5.1) 
which is of the form ~T(V f w)- W(U)- n”(w) s 0, to those of S(u’), provides the 
desired set of constraints for S(u). 
The validity of (2.5.D) shows that the value of (FDP) cannot exceed that of 
(DP), since (2.5.Bj holds. We now show that, if F is a.ny solution to the constraints 
of (DP) with fink value F(p): then T(U) = F(u) solves (2.5.A), (2.5.B), (2.5.C). 
This will show thar the value of (FDP) can be as large as that of (DP), hence that 
the values are actully ‘equal. 
That V(V) = F(V) satisfies (2.5.B) follows since F satisfies (DP), and (2.5.C) is 
a consequence of the subadditivity of F. If (2.5.A) fails, then with 7~ = 
WW), * . . F(cw’)), we have G”(P) = --M. since TX is not bounded below. But from 
a remark in ,Section 2.4, G”(@)aF(p), contradicting F(P) finite. 
This completes the proof and, incidentally, shows that in the systems S(u) of 
(2.5.F) one needs only 4 = Cj Uj constraints (in addition to z(O) = 0), and always 
w = Q!(~) for some k = 1, . . . , r, since the systems S(U) have a very particular 
structure. 
The controlling factor in the size of the set S of (2.5.C) is the number u of 
points u(‘); but this latter number can I?e very large. 
Ry the nature r?f the slice for (IP) 9ounded, no equations occur in (2.5.A) 
except ~(0) = 0. P’e leave it as an exert-ise for the reader, to determine the result 
analogous to the Theorem for (IP)‘. 
For (IPH) and H finite, the unit vecttirs are the x(~), h = 1, . . . , t, as each group 
element has finite order, and ‘(2.5.A) for other xck) a0 is implied by (2.5.A) for 
only the unit vectors. Therefore in fiIt,ite groups H (2.5.A) becomes the simple 
non-negativities 
T(dy 3 0, j=l,...,r 
n”(O) = 0. 
(L.5.A’) 
The same remark holds for master group problems j2.3.A‘) for H finite (these. 
after all, have slice-forms (1.3.1.D) fc>r the same reason as does (IPH). and all 
previous results for (PPH) apply). 
The astute reader of a linear algebra text finds Gaussian elimination in many of 
the abstract theorems regarding R”. Here, too, things are more concrete than 
may first appear. The system S(U), involving equations (2.5.11, tracing backward 
from u to cl’ to u”, etc., is a j,ath from 0 to u in the graph of 1.1 above- :his is ihc 
alternate critical path prob!em we alluded to in 1.3. For a relatecl u<e of the 
system S(U), see [iO, Eenmla 4.21. 
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251. ImpMvements ira the litir p&ramming Pepresent&ms 
The c~nsW&~ts of (FDP) cam Ibe further tightened as follows, under the 
positivity ;dssumption ‘of 2.2.1, 
2.10, Suppose that (IPH) (or (IP) box&d) I’s consistent. ?%en for any 
minimal inexpality (2.2.A), with ?I::= (7rl, . . . , n;) we have 
GW(ai)+ G”(/3 - aG)) = G(fl), j = 1, . . . , r. (2.5.i.A) 
Pro& Note., as a general fact, for any vector v I= C ivia*), + 3 ? anld integer, that 
we have G-(v) CC qi+ Hence, for such vectors c and w iu the domain of G”, 
w = r: n;@’ with v+w=p, if (x1+x’i, . . . , IC, -t x:) actually at&ins the value 
C &, +x;) == G”(B), we have G”(D) + G”(w) c C (Xi -10 Xi)vj = G”(P); and, since 
the reverse inequality follows by subadditivity and v-b w =: 6, we ha.ve 
G”(v) + G”(wj = G”(P). 
By the result of Section 2.2.1, there is a vector I.&’ with @al, A*@- fl, 
u@z4 ZM? ix&~@, WK! G*f,R) = T&). Then by the last paragraph, writing u”) as 
the sum uU) = e, t w of a un% vector and a non-negative integer vector w, we have 
G”(p) = G”(A*e,)i-G”(A*w)= G”(aU))+ G”(@-a”‘). 
The fact that mitimal inequalities satisfy (2.5.1.A), is shown in [31] ,for (IP) 
bounded, and is a theorem of Blair [7] for (IP) rational. As we shall see in 2.6 
below, this is a geseralization of a result of Gomory [18, Theorem 171 for (IPH), 
to the setting of (II?). Araoz had earlier proven (2.5.1.A) for minimal inequalities 
of VP) IN. 
We now use the above theorem im (FDP). 
Cbdlary 2.12 If (II?) bou z&d (or (IPH)) is consistent, satisfies the fill pusitivity 
assumption, and S is definc!ii as in (:2.5.F)-(2.5.I), then the constraints 
rr(aO’)+~(B-~.~)==(P), i=l,. ..,r, (2.5.1.B) 
may be ud&d to those of (FIX) w&out changing its optimal value. 
Preof. If (IP) or (IPH) is not bounded below, (FDP) is inconsistent, hence will 
have the same optimr9 -&.oz (i.e. -:n) when (2.5.1.B) is appended. Assume then 
that (1P) is consistent and boundet: below by its optimal value zo. Since zxl ci% a 
z. is a valid inec‘uality, there is a Animal inequality (2.2.2) such that Tj G Cj, 
i=l,..., I and IQ = zo_ 
7rl, 7r2, . . . et:. iue obtained by sequentially decreasing cl, Q, etc. to their 
minimum value which retains valitfity, and full positivity insures that the minimum 
vslue is finite. \Vth +ZT =(v~,. . . : qJ, dearly G” is a sohttion to (DP) of finite 
value G”(B) = ,zo_ ,korn the proor: of the theorem in Section 2.5, putting r’(v) == 
Gnfu> we fird that 7~’ is an optirral solu:~on to (FDP). From the theorem of this 
r-ction, 7b) satisfies (‘2.1.5. 
14.5 Cutting-plane theory 
2.6. Linear inequality characterizations of valid cuts 
Theamem 2.12. Suppow that (II’) bounded or @PI-I) is consistent, the full positiuity 
asswmption holds:, ant let S be as defined in (2.5.~(2.5.1). 
For my valid cut (2.12.A) there is a solution to (2.5.A), (2.fi.C) (2nd (25.1 B) fm 
which 
T(G)GT. j=l,....r 
I’ (Z.6.A) 
n(P) 2 7ro (2.6.B) 
holds. Conversely, for cony solution to (2.5.A), (2.5.C), Lyon setting 
7rj = 7r(or”‘), j=l,...,r 
-0 = 7413) 
we obtailt a ualid’ cut i2.2.A). 
(2.6.C) 
(2.6.D) 
In particular fclr a ninimal valid cut (2.2.A), any soIuti0.q to (2.5./J, (2.5.C), 
and (2.5.1.B) which satisfies (2.6.A), (2.&B) actually satisfies the stronger cnn- 
ditions (2.6.C), (:!.6.D’r. 
Proof. If (2.2.A) is v&lid, it follows from Theorem 2.9 and Corollary 2.11 with 
T = c that there is a solution to (2.5.A‘,, (2.5.C) and (2!.5.1.B) w!:ich also satisfies 
(2.6.A) and (2.6.18). For the converse, we: have the validity of (2.5 .D) as cited in 
the Theorem 2.9. 
In the case (PH), the finite set S of (2.5.C) need orlly include all pair: of 
elements of H for H finite. If one is interested in the mast.er group problem 
(2.3.A) in which all elements of ,H occur, the above theorem applies by viewing 
the master group problem as one insta:lce: of a problem (IPH) which, by finiteness 
of H, is full-dimensional. 
In the case of valid cuts for the master group problem, al‘/ T(U) occurring in 
inequalities (2.5.A), (2.5.Q (2.5..1.B) are actually coefficients of cuts. From the 
theorern above, the coefficients of a minimal inequality provide s,olutions to 
(2.5-A), (2.5.C), (2.5.1.13) by setting T(V) = n;. 
Here a converse is also true, specifically for a master group problem an) 
solution to (2.5.A), (2.5.C), (2.5.1.B) yields a minimal inequality via (2.6.0. 
(2.6.B); indeed, by (2.S.l.B) no decrease in th..: cut coefficients ~(a”‘)., T(P - ~‘~‘1 
nor increase in cut right-hand-side V(P) is possible while still satisfying ihe 
constraints (2.5.A), (2.5.C), (2.5.1.15). 
Since the extreme valid inequalities are the ex.treme ineclualities among the 
minimal valid inequalities, it follows that all extreme valid ineq-1:.lities ftir P 
master group problem are ootaked as extreme points of the const: aints 
n(g) 3 0,7r(O) = 0 all gEH, (2.h A 
7-r(g)+?r(h)sn(g+h) all g, 44 E (2.Ct.R 
4g) + ddb) - g) = 1 all q E 63. : 2.h.C‘ 
Rektted to the issue of subadditivity, is that of the proper functional charasteri- 
z&ion for the coluuins of continuous variables in (MIP). As wo saw in. 1.4 above, 
continuou& columus can be converted into integer columns, and the characteriza- 
tions of vahd cuts given above then sufkes. But ir the present context, one 
desirer a direct treatment of the continuous columns: for one ,thing, the constant 
D o, 1.4 can Bg so large!, that the characterization via reduction to integrali@ is of 
little practical value. 
We fr~w that the functional acting on the cohrmns of integer variaks in (IP) is 
subadditive. In 1221, one row of the mixed-integer group problem is treated by 
sorting the coefkients of continuous variables actxlrding to their sign. 
JO~NEXHI’S inv&ga tions r38j s‘ expel ah- &..+ LLtpit~~ti of the directional deriva- 
tives (at zero:) of a subad!&ive function F: 
F(u) = lim duppF(SY)/S \6\0*). (2. ;‘.A) 
We write F(v) only .a the limsup in (‘,.7.:3) is not -l-a. Since in rational (MIP) 
value functions are piecewise polyhedral 585, for F a value function, the lim swp in 
(2.7.14 j represents thlz slope of a line segment on the ray{& : S 300) nearesrt the 
origin. 
ft ir: F which is ap~l ied to the continuous columns, in (MIp). This is based otl the 
fact t’ ;~t ior F st!baclditive with E(O) = I, we Irave 
k-!hl~;~hJ’~I:q for h 20. 
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A heuristic argument for (2.7.B), which contains the essential idea of the rigorous 
proof of (2.7.B) [30, 383 is to take A = p/q rational and invoke subadditivity: 
F(A:u) = F(pols) S pF(v/@ 
= W+/q)l(llq)) (2.7.Cj 
+ AF(U) 
wher,e the limit arises by sending q-+ +m through integer values with A - p/q. The, 
next result is from [SO]. 
Theorem 2.13. For F subadditive wifh F(0) = 0, and with the indicated directional 
deriuatives existing, and 8 = [b’“‘: . . . , b’“‘] in (MIP), we have 
i F(a”‘).% f i F(b’k))yI: 2 F(b). 
j=l k=l 
(2.7.D) 
Conversely, if 
(2.7.E) 
is a valid cut, theln there is a subadditive function F such that (2.7.E) is a 
weakening of (2.7.Dj in the precise sense that: 
(1) F(a”‘> S Ti, j = 1, . . . , r; 
(2) F(bck’) s ok, k=l,...,s; 
(3) F(b) 3 7ro. 
Proof. If F is subadditive, one easily proves (2.7.D) using (2.7.B) and the ideas of 
the proof of (2.3.E). 
For the converse, put F = Gcm*O-), where G(n;O) is the value function of (MIP) 
relative to the linear form Cvixj +C ckyk. (1) follows by the usual device of unit 
vectors. To see (2) for F = G(%“), one uses 6et, where e: is a ISnit vector of (x, y \ 
space with unit in the coordinate for yk, and one finds F(&fk)S 6~~; then (2) 
follows from the definition (2.7.A). (3) follows from validity of (2.7.E). 
The general form (2.7.D) can be improved for (MIP), in the rational case, when 
(2.7.E) is a minimal inequality, and one can assume positivity. This full positivity 
assumption is as before for the integer variables of (MTP); for continuous 
variables, we require that, for any k = 1, . . , §, the-re is at least one feasible 
solution to (MIP) with yk :> 0. 
By considerations of basic feasible solutions as in 1.4, the possibility of yk > 0 in 
a feasible solution to @UP) shows that zk 2 l/h> is possible in the inrcger 
reduction (MIP)’ of (MIP). Hence as in the pure-integer cace 
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for_ any -al .~h&quality (2i7.E}. E%patim (a.7.t3 is given in [7] with i/D 
q&d by an (~gjsp&dfied) scalar S; >4. This result CWX~~ in [31] for (MIP) 
bounded with S>O unspecified. 
FQ~ (2.7.E) r&imal, one also has (unc ler positivity) 
G{“@‘(b) .= ?r, (2.7.G) 
G’““‘@‘) = n;, j = 1, . . . , P (2.7.H) 
GJ(~*‘.o)(i#~) = $&, k = 1, . . . , s (27.1) 
GtW+;ff:I) .+ G’““‘(b _ @O’? = G”““‘(b). (2.7.5) 
‘The proof of (2.“.@, (2.7.H) and (2.7.J) are as for (V), while tt.7.1) derives from 
the fact that @“‘@(‘)) e a& plus the vahdity of (2.7.D) for F = GCwyu) and the 
minimality of (2.7.E). As in the case for (IP), equations (2.7.F) through (2.7.5) are 
also sufficient, as well as necessary, for the minimality of (2.7.E) ([317). 
These results s:e related to earlier results of lohnson for the mixed-integer 
group problems in [3&], In [3S, Theorem 6.11 ane desires all the minimal valid 
&qualities for a certain master problem (&IIP) in which equality is modulo unity, 
and A in (MIP) is a matrix with irafinitely many columns, one for each eleme,nt of 
I” (here r” is the unit interval module umty). It is shown that the minimal valid 
infbqualitics are those which satisfy the mojdulo unity analogues of (2.7.G) through 
(2.7.J), the relation (2.7.F) eviden,ly being forced by the iact that (2.7-J) holds for 
a;1 a”‘:: r”. 
In [‘B, Theorem 6.41, the group problem cutting-planes for a finite rational 
(MIP) is treated, in terms of the finite group generated by the columns cf A in 
(MW and the finite set formed by the columns of B. A function w acts on the 
integer columns, and a function CL acts on the continuous columns: they are to be 
both subadditive, pt is to be positively homogeneous, and linking relations are 
stated. In minimal inequalities (2.2.A) we know from (2.7.D) that 1 L. = ii- must 
hold, and indeed for F subadditive, fi is positively homogeneous: 
&Qu) = lim sup (F(S(hc))/S [ S \O+} 
= lim sup { hF( 8Au)/r:&) ] SA L 0”) = : ,Ilii:( u)* 
(2.7.K) 
In [38, Theorem 6.41 there are also reductions in lthe subadditivity and linking 
relations obtained by enforcs these for ;:tic !i~ady independ~ent subsets of B 
and for sums of ccrta;;~ r%ricted ,;~es: these cases imply the general case. 
A+ralogous reductions for (MIP) itsc:f i;rp, the systems S(U) imposed on (MIP)‘, 
an*j, for miniinal ineaual:,ies, the equ;gtiC JIS (2.7.F): this reduction is finite, but all 
reductions known in J,olve systems wLic;l arc very lar,ge, if finite at all. 
In 137, Theorem L] Johnson shows how to adapt :arl earlier proof [22] to obtain 
the form of a cut in a problem of tht: type, 
BYES, ya:dI (2.7.L) 
WPI~X the ~riab!es y are continuous and S ;s an arbitrary set. Ihis pro\ri&s an 
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alternate proof for r = 0 of the cut fwnn for problems 
AHByES, x L 0 and inrte ger, y 2 0 9.7.M) 
as given in [30]. This latter cut fo’rm is (2.‘7.D) .;ith F(b) replaced 3y ,G = 
inf{(F(u) Iti ES}. The proof given above for (2.7-D) will also provide tlx: result 
just cited. Characterizations of the valid cuts for (2.‘7.L), which provide reductions 
of subadditivity and other requiremen%, occur in [37, T’heorem 13 and 141. 
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